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Customer Feature
The client should not crash when interacting with Invalid phone numbers.
[ RENO-13553 (erSak: 13767), Resolved, (erSak: 13767) Invalid phone number is preventing a recall of an iRp resept ]

Feature
The FM can now receive recalls via KJ lookups and will store recall information for locally known items
in the same way as when receiving an M7 ("Slettet resept i RF").
[ RENO-13326, Resolved, As a user, I want to see recall information received from the KJ ]

Call legemiddelvarsling service with last kj lookup time.
Only check patients that have used kj lookup, when checking whether they need attention.
[ RENO-13319, Resolved, As the EPJ, I want LesPasientStatus to take into account when the last KJ lookup was made ]

User are able to add, link and recall discarded items.
[ RENO-13300, Resolved, As a user, I want to add, link or recall a discarded prescription ]

Customer Defect
When doctor accepts a renew-draft, then hits "Angre", then rejects the draft, the prescription is no longer
removed from the LIB-view and placed on signing-queu for recall. It remains as Ekspederbar in the LIB.
[ RENO-13646 (146253), Resolved, Bug 146253: When doctor first accepts a renew-draft, then hits "Angre", then rejects
the draft the prescription is removed from the LIB-view and placed on signing-que for recall ]

Discarded paper deliveries are no longer blocking the signing and sending of M25.1
[ RENO-13629 (145970), Resolved, Bug 145970: Discarded paper deliveries are blocking the signing and sending of
M25.1 ]

M5 messages are now automatically sent when closing samstemming after unmatched M25 resepter
are recalled during LIBasnvarlig registration. The prescriptions are also included as seponer in the first
M25.1 sent after registration.
[ RENO-13618 (Bug 145634), Resolved, Bug 145634: M5 isn't automatically sent after samstemming is closed when
doctor is registering as LIB-ansvarlig lege ]

The api will now return true on “KreverOppmerksomhet” when there is a new paper delivery received in
LegemiddelvarslingRequest
[ RENO-13615 (Bug 145543), Resolved, Bug 145543: LesPasientStatus returns "KreverOppmerksomhet = false" even
though Legemiddelvarsling returns true ]

KJ lookup date is now updated in time to be seen in samstemming window which can open immediately
after lookup.
[ RENO-13607 (Bug 145320), Resolved, Bug 145320: Automatic KJ lookup opens samstemming automatically without
updating the date and time shown for last KJ lookup ]

M81 Messages that have been processed before the fix in RENO-13612 will return error in all cases.
[ RENO-13603 (Bug 145275), Resolved, Bug 145275: Error comes up when linking a paper utlevering to a local reg ]

When midwife links a doctor-prescription to a local midwife-prescription and then hits "Angre", both the
link-draft and the local prescription no longer disappear from AF/LIB respectively . This might have been
fixed by the changes under rev. 15478
[ RENO-13585 (144648), Resolved, Bug 144648: When midwife links a doctor-prescription to a local midwife-prescription
and then hits "Angre", both the link-draft and the local prescription disappears ]

Paper prescriptions coming in on KJ in an M8.1 (delivery) now show up in "samstemming".
[ RENO-13584 (144635), Resolved, Bug 144635: Paper M8 aren't showing KJ as a source in samstemming ]

Fixed local prescriptions disappearing from the LIB and AF after rejecting linking draft prescriptions.

[ RENO-13565 (Bug 144373), Resolved, Bug 144373: When nurse 1 links an eRp to a Reg in the local LIB and nurse 2
rejects, the local Reg disappears from LIB but is shown in the detail screen for the external resept and the link function in
AF is not active ]

The Error message shows the fail code and fail string
[ RENO-13563 (144334), Resolved, Bug 144334: Incomplete error message when a user tries to lookup from KJ but isn't
allowed to do so by KJ ]

Defect
Prescriptions that are ready to be sent can not be changed (Endre) by other users unless they are
allowed to without creating draft.
E.g. doctors can change each other ready to send prescriptions
[ RENO-12711, Resolved, Making changes to accepted import with renewal drafts reverts them back to import draft status
]

